ACTIVE
PROTECTION

ELIMINATES VIRUSES
A SOLUTION FOR SOCIETY
THAT DEFEATS COVID-19

DURABLE ANTIMICROBIAL FINISH
With one simple application protects surfaces for up to 30 days.
Our unique coating technology PROTECT is EPA/FDA approved for food
contact surfaces because it kills without poison.
Invisible coating reduces contamination, makes future cleanings easier, plus
eliminates odor causing bacteria, mold, and mildew found in carpets, trash cans,
bathrooms, and showers. we’re even approved for fabrics!
A WATER BASED AND ORGANIC PRODUCT.

HOW IT WORKS?

CREATES A PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL BARRIER
Our technology controls microorganisms without chemical poison.
PROTECT relies on electrically charged particles that have a unique spiked
molecular structure that naturally attracts microbes. In nature, most microbes
carry the opposite electrical-charge so they are physically and irresistibly drawn
into contact with PROTECT ´s pointed molecules.

The bound unconventional antimicrobial technology, an organofunctional
silane, has a mode of action that remains adherent to the surface -killing
microorganisms as they contact the surface to which it is applied.
The Active Protection Last For 15 Days.
KEEPS killing Covid 19 continuously.
Once applied to the surface, the Technology does not migrate or create a zone of
inhibition, so organisms cannot adapt and mutate. Because this technology stays
bonded to the substrate, it won't cross the skin barrier, won't affect normal skin
bacteria nor will not cause skin irritation.

WHERE IT CAN BE APPLIED?
It is ideal for any surface in production, processing and
service facilities. It has a high cleaning capacity and the
disinfectant power is perfect for common areas of high
traffic, such as bathrooms, waiting rooms, hallways and
public transport, stores, it also works in your house,
schools and even on your hands...
Spread PROTECT evenly on the palm (2-3 Sprays Each
Side) or surface sufficiently and allow it to air dry. Do Not
Rub, Do Not Spread With A Cloth.

1500 MASKS WITH 1 LITER .
Long lasting antiviral, anti-microbial and
anti-bacterial, COATING can be used for any
physical belongings or facilities (buildings,
vehicles, suitcases...)
Use to extend the duration of disposable masks.
Coverage per gallon is 1300 square feet (122 Sqm)
sprayed or 1500 N95 masks per gallon of coverage.

PRA HOSPITAL DISINFECTANT THAT
KILLS SUPERBUGS, VIRUSES AND ODORS.
PROTECT uses aggressive oxidation to eliminate the genetic material of pathogens
like Norovirus and TB. Is a hospital disinfectant that kills superbugs, viruses, and
odors.
PROTECT not only kills the pathogen but destroys the molecules that make up the
structures of the pathogen.
Comprehensive testing conducted by EPA-recognized, third party labs, proves our
effectiveness - killing not only the pathogen but also destroying the molecules that
make up the structures of the pathogen.

HOW IT WORKS?

PRODUCING HYPOCHLOROUS ACID SOLUTIONS.
PROTECT produces a powerful antimicrobial solution that is both
biodegradable and non-accumulative. We also produce FDA cleared Medical
Devices for wound and skin care.
A technologically improved salt solution passes through an electric cell to
create an environmentally safe solution with powerful biocidal characteristics.
When exposed to environmental conditions, anolyte solutions quickly degrade into
salt and water leaving no ecological footprint.

WHAT IS PROTECT
HYPOCHLOROUS ACID?

Spread protect30 evenly on the palm
(2-3 sprays each side) or sur face
sufficiently and allow it to air dry.

HOCl, hypochlorous Acid is the functional
compound that makes our white blood cells,
the Neutrophils, work.

Do not spread
with a cloth.

This compound reacts with gram positive and
gram-negative bacteria like MRSA,
pseudomonas, and TB period.
HOCl reacts with enveloped and
non-enveloped viruses like H1N1, HIV
Norovirus and Rhinovirus.

Do not rub.

PROTECT HOCL IS A KILLER A COMPOUND,
6X MORE REACTIVE THAN HYDROGEN PEROXIDE,
80 TO 100X MORE POWERFUL THAN BLEACH
Humans and mammals are immune to HOCl.
Humans produce the Antidote-Taurine,an amino acid, that is absent from
bacteria and virus.
Safer than Hydrogen Peroxide, will not harm human or animal skin.
Safer than Hydrogen Peroxide, HOCI will not harm human or animal skin.
It is Safe around the eyes and mouth with No harmful fumes.
It is Safe for newborns.

Not bleach.
No toxic for humans.
HOCl is Non-carcinogenic -HOCl
is Non-irritating.
Safe for the environment.
Provides 8 hours of active protection

Provides long-term control of viral
and microbial growths on treated
surfaces.
Won’t wash away or lose its
effectiveness over time.
Contains No heavy metals.
Can used in fabrics.
A water-based product.
Provides 30 days active protection.
Can be used on fabrics.

PROTECT

kills the COVID-19
constantly for 15 days on
multiple surfaces or objects !

PROTECT

kills for 8 hours COVID-19
keeping your hands and skin clean,
safe and healthy & promotes
healing of your skin.

OUR PRODUCTS ARE:

EPA REGISTERED PRODUCTS AND ON THE LIST FOR COVID-19

Eco Friendly.
Non-toxic For Skin.
Alcohol Free.
Kills Bacterias, Virus And Microbials.

Make the world safe again by killing COVID19 countinuously while
hugging your friends & recovering your lifestyle with active protection:
PROTECT & PROTECT , THANK YOU

For any additional info, please do not hesitate to contact us at:
info@orixholdings.com, www.orixholdings.com

